**Wednesday, January 12, 2011**
FIU Modesto A. Maidique Campus (FIU-MMC)
11200 S.W. 8 Street, Miami

**FIU Teach-In – Haiti: One Year Later**
2:00-4:30pm – FIU-MMC MARC Pavilion
FIU is hosting its fourth teach-in on Haiti and the aftermath of the 2010 earthquake. The event features a panel of FIU experts who will explore various aspects of the situation in Haiti one year after the disaster. The presentations will highlight the current state of affairs and the ongoing problems facing the country. Guest speaker Kimberly Green, President of the Green Family Foundation, will be participating and presenting the film “Ayiti Leve Kanpe” showcasing music by Jean Jean-Pierre directed by Yvetot Gouin made possible by Fastforward.

**Moment of Silence – Bells for Haiti**
4:53pm – FIU-MMC Graham Center Pit
FIU students, faculty, staff and friends will come together in the Graham Center Pit for a moment of silence around the world. The program will include bells tolling for Haiti, a candlelight vigil and the screening of a film titled “Ayiti Leve” by Tatiana Magloire of Fastforward made possible by the Green Family Foundation.

**Haiti: A Night of Commemoration**
6:00pm – FIU-MMC Graham Center Ballrooms
FIU students have planned a cultural celebration to close the day’s activities. The event will serve as a celebration of independence, a celebration of overcoming and a celebration of life hosted for the FIU community and sponsored by FIU’s Haitian Student Organization.

**Art Exhibitions:**
January 10-31, 2011

**Base Paint Tents**, a project of goodwill for the children of Port-au-
Prince, Haiti from artists around the world. FIU is supporting this art project proposed by artist Antuan, in collaboration with Fundacion Manos del Sur and Step by Step Foundation to create ten pieces of art out of canvassed tents which will serve as classrooms, a library and workshops on the property of L'Athletique d'Haiti in Cite Soleil in Haiti.  

Location: FIU-MMC, Lawn outside of the Frost Art Museum.

Kenbe Pa Lage (Keep Strong), is an exhibition curated by artist Fred Thomas and highlights Traditional and Contemporary Haitian Art. Artists included are Fred Thomas, Dominik Ambroise, Alexandra Barbot, Levoy Exil, and Donald Obin. Haitian art is rich in its content; within it we see daily living, religious symbolism, social commentary and historic documentation. This exhibit represents the spirit, the love of life and the strength of the people.  

Location: FIU-MMC Graham Center Art Gallery.